OVERVIEW

• Training check in/sign in
• Trainers & t-shirt distribution
• Volunteering overview
• Big Move In days that have Mizzou Move In Volunteers
  – Saturday, August 14th
  – Wednesday, August 18th
  – Thursday, August 19th
VOLUNTEER ROLES

• Moving & Unloading
  – Speed carts (large cardboard boxes on wheels)
  -- Unloading and moving from vehicle
  -- Broken Items

• Traffic Control
  – In the unloading zones near the halls

• Rally Crew
  – Water
  – Talking with people & answering questions
  – residence hall parking lots and unloading areas
  and provided safety vest as appropriate
WHAT TO EXPECT

• Excitement, thankful for helpers
• Do Not accept tips, If you do receive a tip- please provide the money to your volunteer coordinator in the blue shirt
  – All tip money goes to Residential Life scholarships
• Share your story & excitement for our new Tigers
• It will be hot (hopefully not rainy)
SOME DETAILS

• Volunteer Coordinators in each area- wearing blue shirts that say “Welcome to Mizzou”
• Resident Advisors wearing dark grey shirts that say “Welcome to Mizzou”
• General Volunteer wearing gold shirts that say “Welcome to Mizzou”
• Residential Life full time staff wearing black polos that say “MU Residential Life”
• Residential Life check in is on site at each residence hall and Mizzou at The Rise
• MU Student Center will have a One Stop Shop for students to get ID, take care of financial aid, parking, dining plans, student health questions and more
WHERE TO PARK & CHECK IN

- If you already have an MU parking permissions on campus, park in your assigned lot
- If you do NOT have a permit for campus parking- park at Hitt Street Parking Structure
- Check in at the MU Student Center on the lower level at the Volunteer Hub prior to going to your assigned volunteer location
  - This is where you will pick up your shirt day of volunteering if needed
VOLUNTEER HUB

• Check-In at the MU Student Center on the lower level
• Pick up your shirt if it hasn’t already been picked up
• Receive last minute instructions from a person in a Blue Shirt volunteer coordinator
• Disperse to your assigned locations
  – If you need transportation assistance to get to your volunteer location please alert one of the volunteer hub staff
  – Welcome Wagon Golf carts are busy shuttling students and family around
  – Check in with your Volunteer Coordinator at your assigned location (blue shirt)
ATTIRE & PREPARATION

• Wear your gold “Welcome to Mizzou” shirt provided to you
• Please wear comfortable clothes for moving (we suggest shorts instead of pants)
• Rain- if rain is in the forecast, please plan to bring a rain jacket
• Sunscreen- many volunteers will be in direct sun, you are encouraged to use sunscreen and wear a hat
• Closed-toed shoes are expected due to the moving of items and use of moving carts
• Bring a water bottle or water will be available across campus near our residence halls
SPECIFIC MOVE IN ROLES

• The following 3 slides contain details about each move in role
  – Moving and Unloading
  – Rally Crew
  – Traffic Control
MOVING AND UNLOADING

• You will greet cars as they pull up to the unloading zone and work with a team of volunteers to unload items in a speedpack moving cart and follow the resident/family up to their room

• You will help unload items into their room and then come back down to the unloading zone WITH the speedpack

• Please do NOT leave the speedpack to be unloaded by the resident/family as we need each speedpack to be in continuous rotation of unloading items from car into speedpack into resident room and then again for the next resident.

• If anything gets damaged while you are assisting moving an item, please quickly alert your blue shirt volunteer coordinator, as we will need to make a report to follow up about the damaged item.
RALLY CREW

- You may be assisting in holding doors open, handing out water or stationed to answer general questions.
- This will vary by area assigned and any need accommodations
- Please talk with your blue shirt volunteer coordinator when you arrive to determine your most helpful rally crew role
TRAFFIC CONTROL

• If you are directing moving vehicles in and out of unloading zones, you should be provided an orange vest by your blue shirt volunteer coordinator.

• You will be working with a team of other traffic control volunteers to identify parking spaces and cars needing to move out of the unloading zone.

• You should be sharing with cars as they pull up that they have up to 30 minutes to be in the unloading zone and they need to move their car to a temporary parking lot location after items have been removed from their car.
COMMUNICATION DAY OF FOR VOLUNTEERS

• The Volunteer Hub phone number is in your volunteer assignment email
  – You can call or text this phone number for assistance as a volunteer
  – This phone number is NOT for residents and family use; please direct them to Residential Life at 572-882-7275 or housing@missouri.edu

• Check in with your Volunteer Coordinator for your assigned area if you have questions or need assistance
  – Remember they are wearing blue shirts
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME

• Thank you for taking time to review the Mizzou Move In Volunteer Training and for spending time welcoming our newest Mizzou Tigers to campus by volunteering!